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Presentation 

 

Moderator: Thank you for waiting, ladies and gentlemen. We’d like to start the results briefing of Asahi 
Broadcasting Group Holdings Corporation 2Q of fiscal year 2018.  

Let me introduce the attendee of the briefing. From the right, Mr. Susumu Okinaka, Representative Director 
and President of Asahi Broadcasting Group Holdings Corporation. Next, Mr. Shinya Yamamoto, Asahi 
Broadcasting Group Holdings Corporation Representative Director and Vice President and Asahi Television 
Broadcasting Corporation Representative Director and President. Mr. Masato Kadota, Director and in charge 
of accounting of Asahi Broadcasting Group Holdings Corporation.  

Mr. Okinaka will explain about the summary of financial results. 

Okinaka: Thank you for taking time to attend our briefing today. I am Okinaka of Asahi Broadcasting Group 
Holdings Corporation. We appreciate your constant patronage to our company.  

Let me start the explanation using the slides.   



 
 

 

 

First, summary of consolidated financial results. We posted increase in revenues and profits in the first half of 
the current fiscal year. Revenue from TV broadcasting business was sluggish. However, due to revenue 
increase from housing business and increased earnings from ABC Frontier Holdings that engages in content 
business and CS broadcasting Sky-A, we posted increase in revenues and profits as a total.  

Net income attributable to the parent company shareholders had significant increase. This is due to tax 
accounting associated with changing to a holding company.   



 
 

 

Please look at this graph. Historical performance of consolidated net sales and operating income of 2Q for the 
last 10 years. Both operating income and profit margin were able to exceed the previous first half of the last 
fiscal year. 



 
 

 

Next, this is a graph of sales performance by segment and I’d like to explain about the trend and the entire 
picture. Please look at the graph on the lower right of the screen. Broadcasting business has been on a 
declining trend for the last couple of years and slight increase in housing business and flat on golf business.  

Broadcasting business posted decrease in revenues in the first half of the current fiscal year, but earnings 
were able to exceed the level of the last fiscal year. This is because sluggish TV spot advertising revenue was 
offset by content business such as animation and CS broadcasting Sky-A and led to the increase in earnings. 
Housing business also contributed to revenue increase.  

Now, Mr. Yamamoto, President of Asahi Television Broadcasting Corporation will explain about the television 
business, main business of the broadcasting business.    

Moderator: Mr. Shinya Yamamoto, President of Asahi Television Broadcasting Corporation will explain about 
the details of television business.  



 
 

 

Yamamoto: Hello, I am Yamamoto, President of Asahi Television Broadcasting Corporation. Thank you for 
coming today. Now, I’ll explain about the financial results and expenses of the first half of the current fiscal 
year. The first interim results since becoming a holding company were unfortunately decrease in operating 
profits and ordinary profits. We had a very difficult start. The reason for profit on the net income level was 
due to tax accounting process associated with changing to a holding company. As we were the Split 
Preparatory Company in the last fiscal year, we do not make comparison with the last fiscal year.   



 
 

 

Now, I’ll explain the main revenue of our company in the next slide. There are three main revenues. Television 
broadcasting revenue, event revenue, and content related revenue such as virtual high school baseball. 

As you can see, the cause of the severe results in the first half was due to the slump in our main television 
broadcasting revenue. Events such as classic concert was solid, gourmet website-related events and 
nationwide development of food sonic, event business posted revenue increase.   

Regarding content-related revenue, archive distribution was transferred to the group ABC Frontier Holdings 
from July, but the revenue from virtual high school baseball had increased from last fiscal year and content 
related revenue was almost flat year-on-year. 

 



 
 

 

Let me explain about the details of our mainstay television broadcasting business. Regarding the viewer rating, 
the red line chart is our company. We ranked fourth in the all-day time and the golden time. Fourth ranking 
in the all-day time is the lowest since the first half of 1996.  We were able to maintain second ranking in the 
prime time, lost the first ranking in the prime 2 time.  Fall from the first ranking in the prime 2 time is the first 
time since the first half of 2016 and we had unfortunate results in all time slots.  



 
 

 

Viewer rating figure of each time slot is as you can see on the handouts. This year the needs for the news and 
information programs were rising as a result of disasters and harassment problems of the sports world. A 
number of TV stations increased viewer rating while HUT climbed upward, NHK, that has similar audiences to 
our company, increased viewer rating especially, on the contrary, we decreased viewer rating.    

Among them, the evening time and our competitor stations broadcast news programs had significant impact 
on the prime 2 time when we broadcast variety shows. I’ll explain about this later, but the fact that we cannot 
grab audience needs to the news information program is a very important issue for us.  



 
 

 

Next, the breakdown of revenue from the television broadcasting business is as you can see on the handout. 
Apart from time revenue of local programs, we had negative growth.  

 



 
 

 

First, regarding spot revenue. Spot sales in the local market in the first half of the current fiscal year was the 
lowest since fiscal year 2011. Our revenues were the second lowest since fiscal year 2009, after the Lehman 
Shock. Decrease in spot sales in the local market combined with deterioration of viewer rating caused earnings 
decline.  

Time revenue from nationwide TV programs declined year-on-year due to the impact of decreased regular 
slots at 8:00 p.m. on Sunday night.  

Time revenue from local programs had revenue increase as regular program “Ohayo Asahi Desu (Good 
morning Asahi)” was strong and the event-related special program which was held during the Golden Week 
was also strong.  

Quarterly results are as you can see on the handouts. Our spot share among four TV stations based in Osaka 
on year-on-year basis is minus 0.3 point in 1Q, plus 0.2 point in 2Q, total of minus 0.1 point to 24.8%. However, 
on a monetary basis, the impact of decline of spot sales in the local market was big and had significant 
decrease in revenue. 



 
 

 

Looking by the industry, advertisement placement from beverage, insurance and finance increased while 
advertisement placement from key industries in the spot market such as automobile, telecommunication and 
consumer electronics decreased.  

Increasing shift to digital advertisement from sponsor companies had significant impact. We are working on 
cooperation with programs and video distribution, but we cannot quite cope with the change of needs and I 
believe this is a sales issue.  

 



 
 

 

Program expense of the first half was minus 0.8% year-on-year. We started the local variety show and drama 
on Sunday midnight and we worked on development of new programs for nationwide broadcasting 
contributed to expense increase, but as we had no regular slot of nationwide regular broadcasting on Sunday 
8 p.m., program expense was flat. Also, as a result of deteriorating business performance, we worked on cost 
control including the program guide from the mid-term resulted in reduction in the negative range of profits 
as a whole. 



 
 

 

Now, I’d like to explain our efforts to each issue from here. As I’ve mentioned, spot advertisement is struggling, 
we think it’s absolutely necessary to strengthen our TV broadcasting business to improve and increase group 
results. 

First of all, regarding sluggish viewer rating, news and information programs which are essentially our 
strengths are struggling. We’re especially struggling in the evening time. In addition, the fact that we lost the 
top rating in the variety slot during the prime 2 slot had huge damage to our corporate image of being strong 
with programs at 11:00 p.m. and we have to rebuild the appealing power of the channel.  

As a countermeasure against all-day’s viewer rating, prop-up to the evening’s local news programs, 
development of new program for variety slot on Sunday midnight which we newly started in April, we are 
thinking about renewal of midnight variety shows. We aim to rebuild the image of ABC being strong with news 
and midnight variety shows.   

On the other hand, we think we have to urgently respond to changes in the advertising market as a sales 
strategy. We aim to raise spot revenue by improving additional planning capability of terrestrial wave and 
incorporating sponsors’ needs. In addition, we aim to increase non-broadcasting revenue in the medium to 
long-term.  

Specifically, we increased highly-demanded drama slots for Internet video distribution and held terrestrial 
program-related events in the current year. In addition, we set up IP Development Office as of November 1 
and accelerated production of content that can be deployed with multiple devices.  



 
 

 

As efforts in the second half, we made a comeback of ABC nationwide broadcasting slot on Sunday night first.  
We aired as a special program “Potsun to ikkenya (A house in the middle of nowhere)” that became popular 
in October last year, we organized as a regular program. We created the program that can be enjoyed by all 
generations which inherited the previous program “Nani kore chin hyakkei (What is this strange scenery?)” 
produced by TV Asahi and gained average viewer rating at 13% in the Kanto area and 11.8% in the Kansai area 
in October. The average viewer rating was raised in November at 15.4% in the Kanto area and 16.8% in the 
Kansai area when two hours and a half special program was aired the other day and posted highest viewer 
rating of the program.   

We gained top rating in the prime time in October for the first time in the current fiscal year and in the fourth 
week of October, we are on the rising trend, gained the top rating in the golden, prime and prime 2.   

We revamped a studio of the evening news in October and conducted research and analysis of audience’s 
needs and we intend to further revamp going forward.  

In addition, as additional efforts toward terrestrial wave, we broadcast newly started live-action drama based 
on the comic popular among young ladies and provide video distribution and produce drama in cooperation 
with an advertising agency. We are expecting a return to TV viewing as a result of watching videos familiar 
among young generations.  

 



 
 

 

Next, our full-year forecast is as follows. We tend to have higher earnings in the second half, therefore, we 
expect operating income and recurring income to offset the minus in the first half and achieve profits on full-
year basis.  



 
 

 

The outlook for main revenue is as you can see on the slide. We assume sluggish spot revenue to continue in 
the second half. We think it’ll take some time to have effects from the countermeasures I’ve mentioned, 
therefore, we expect broadcasting revenue to decrease by 2.4 billion yen. 

Regarding event revenue, we do not have large-scale events in the second half as we had in the last fiscal year, 
offsetting surplus in the first half and is expected to be almost flat in the full-year.  

We expect content-related revenue to be almost flat from the last fiscal year.  

 



 
 

 

Spot revenue is still below 100% in October and November. Therefore, we have estimated severely and expect 
full-year spot revenue to be 32.8 billion yen or 94% year-on-year. We’ve had increase in time revenue from 
nationwide broadcasting programs on Sunday at 8 p.m., but we still had impact from declining unit price in 
other time slots and we expect spot revenue to decrease.  

We expect local revenue to be almost the same as the last fiscal year.  



 
 

 

Next, program expense forecast. The program cost seems to increase significantly because the outsourcing 
expense is increasing due to partial transfer of program production work to the group company as part of 
strengthening group management. Excluding that expense, program expense is expected to be almost flat.   

While we increased program content such as additional setup of midnight variety shows, and dramas 
compared to the last fiscal year, we are working on cost control by lowering production unit cost for the 
nationwide broadcasting on Sunday at 8 p.m. and cost review of local programs.  

This concludes my presentation.  

Moderator: Next, Mr. Okinaka, President of the Asahi Broadcasting Holdings Corporation, will explain about 
the overall financial results except television.  



 
 

 

Okinaka: Hello, Okinaka again. I’ll explain about revenue of broadcasting business except television. First, 
please look at the green line. This is radio broadcasting revenue. This is lower than the last fiscal year, but ABC 
Radio itself keeps surplus.  

ABC Radio is actively pursuing collaboration with the digital domain to acquire young listeners and new 
sponsors. The purple line is CS broadcasting Sky-A. As we acquired new sponsors in the golf event, we had 
revenue increase.  

At the same time, we are currently seeking various explorations for new content development. This orange 
line, this is a mail order company that AMC is managing. TV shopping business. We had increase in revenue 
thanks to the effect of special programs and stable popularity of stable items. We aim to improve results 
further by developing new products while keeping the current line.   

This black line which had significant increase is ABC Frontier Holdings that engages in content business. I’ll 
explain about this in the next slide.  



 
 

 

Frontier Group continued to perform strongly in the first half of the current fiscal year following the last fiscal 
year. Animation is driving the performance. Revenue of secondary usage of “Precure” is significantly strong. 
Also, regarding midnight animation broadcasting in the Kansai region, content sales to overseas continue to 
be strong such as “Free!” series of July period was sold to China and the program aired in January period.  

ABC International, which engages in overseas business, is also increasing sales. ABC Rights Business started 
video distribution business on a full-scale from July in the current fiscal year and actively engaged in sales to 
various distribution platforms. While both companies are expanding channels, product shortage is the issue.  

Frontier Group’s issue going forward is to develop original content that does not rely solely on secondary 
usage of ABC TV, and we would like to further expand profits outside the animation business. In overseas 
business, efforts toward the Chinese market will be key going forward. 



 
 

 

Housing business is the second major pillar after broadcasting business in our group and had increase in 
revenues and profits.  Although there was a withdrawal from some of the main residential exhibition facility 
businesses, both sales and profits increased due to the opening effect of the new venue. 

Real estate sales signed a contract of selling two buildings which contributed to the business performance. As 
housing business overall, we continue to develop residential exhibition facilities and prop-up of HDC business, 
as well as review of new business development.  



 
 

 

 

I’ll talk about the future story from now. Our Group intends to shift its focus to monetization of IP-based 
initiatives towards a growth vision of consolidated net sales of 100 billion yen and ordinary income of 8% as 
a long-term vision. This is the image of the business structure we are aiming at.   

 



 
 

 

In order to ensure this transformation, we intend to actively invest in using an investment funds of 20 billion 
yen. This is the image of the rough allocation of 20 billion yen investment funds, M&A, investment in domestic 
and overseas content, and venture investment. These are the three areas we’re considering. For M&A, the 
target area is to reinforce the business of each Group Company and new business domain.  

Regarding investment in domestic and overseas content, content investment, we’re considering investing in 
production committee and joint production.  

As for venture investment, we are about to finish the number one fund with ABC Dream Ventures soon and 
we would like to increase the budget and launch the number two fund in a short while.  

We would like to focus on venture investment that has synergies with our Group. Regarding this fund of 20 
billion yen, we would like to consider raising funds while being conscious of capital cost.  



 
 

 

Next is our efforts in the Group Company going forward.  ABC Frontier Group is leading the IP business in the 
Group Company. Strong ABC animation will focus on the overseas sales of midnight animation and will 
continue to develop new content and investment for domestic and overseas markets in and after the next 
fiscal year. 

ABC Frontier Holdings launched the video media LYKKE as a new business development. The number of 
registrants already exceeded 170,000 people in the four months since July. Regarding e-sports related 
business, which is expected to grow in the future, we have already started player management, planning, 
video production, live distribution, etc.   

ABC Rights Business focuses on archive distribution business of programs broadcasted in the past and 
transferred from ABC TV In the second half they succeeded in concluding big business of exclusive distribution 
of the midnight local drama currently broadcasting in TSUTAYA TV. 



 
 

 

In addition, other Group Companies will also work on new content development. Sky-A started the live 
coverage of the high school dance club that became famous as bubbly dance from September. In addition, 
we’ll start the live coverage of e-sports from November as I’ve mentioned earlier. In addition, we’ll broadcast 
T League where top world players for ping pong gather.   

ABC Radio will work to improve value as a reach media by producing programs in collaboration with video 
distribution “Niko nama”, LINE LIVE and SNS in order to capture young listeners.  

In addition, in order to strengthen the function as a content maker, we would like to enhance the Group 
Companies' production and technical capabilities and strengthen our order system from outside the Group. 



 
 

 

Now, forecast of the full-year consolidated results. Total revenue is 81 billion yen, operating income is 2.7 
billion yen, ordinary income is 3.0 billion yen and profit attributable to owners of parent is 2.7 billion yen. We 
haven’t changed our forecast.  

We wanted to have a slightly stronger forecast, but as spot revenue is unclear, we have not changed the 
forecast.  



 
 

 

Outlook by the segment is as you can see on the slide. We expect profit to decline from the previous fiscal 
year.  



 
 

 

Next, outlook of non-television business revenue. We have made partial revisions reflecting the results in the 
first half.  

Looking at this black line, ABC Frontier Holdings is expected to grow significantly in the second half as well, 
aiming for 2 billion yen in annual revenue. The orange line is mail order business and aiming to increase in 
revenue totally by 500 million yen compared to last fiscal year.   



 
 

 

Lastly, I’d like to talk about dividend. We haven’t changed the figure from our announcement in May. Based 
on our basic policy of stable dividend, we decided the forecast of dividend as 20 yen annually in the current 
fiscal year.  

This concludes my presentation on the forecast and dividend in the current fiscal year. 

  



 
 

Question & Answer 

 

Moderator: Now, we’d like to move on to Q&A session. This Q&A session is covered by a transcription service 
distribution today. Please be reminded that your name and the name of your company will be described in 
the materials if you state them.  

Please raise your hand if you have any question. 

Questioner: Thank you for your presentation. I have three questions.  

First question is about broadcasting business. When I calculated operating income of companies excluding 
ABC TV, it was 20 million yen in the last fiscal year. In the first half of the current fiscal year, operating income 
after deducting ABC TV is 700 million yen. Can you tell us the factors of this significant increase and your 
outlook in the second half, please? 

Second question is about sport market. You’ve mentioned it shows a sign of slight recovery in the Kanto while 
in the Kansai is still sluggish. Can you give us the background? Is it client factors or still wait-and-see due to 
weather factor, or any other analysis you might have, please? 

Lastly about how to measure viewer rating. I remember you mentioned that P+C7 will be introduced from 
next fiscal year. Can you tell us the current situation? If it’s introduced, do you have any idea about the impact 
to the earnings? I’d be grateful if you can answer these three questions.  

Okinaka: I’ll answer the first question regarding broadcasting business excluding television. Mr. Yamamoto 
will answer the second and the third question regarding spot revenue and viewer rating later.  

Broadcasting business revenue excluding television in the current year is 700 million yen. The reason for the 
strength is ABC Frontier Holdings, increase in revenue of over 100 million yen against the last fiscal year. Also, 
Sky-A had an increase in revenue of 100 million yen. Also, AMC, the mail order company had increase in 
revenue of 50 million yen against the last fiscal year.  

Total of 250 million yen is the real growth and the rest is from newly consolidated companies. We consolidated 
two companies: Digiasa Inc. that engages in digital business and i-NEX corporation that engages in 
broadcasting technology. Due to the effect of consolidation, earnings were boosted up by 100 million yen. 
These are the factors of the first half.  

Also, non-broadcasting business in the second half, we have an image of about the same level of the first half. 
Animation business is in the middle of rapid growth at the moment, but in the second half, we have high level 
of investment, therefore on the earnings level, we cannot expect that much. All in all, second half is expected 
to be about the same level as the first half.  

Kadota: Regarding broadcasting business, we had 657 million yen in earnings in the 2Q. In the previous 
quarter, it was 412 million yen, of which 390 million yen in operating income were from former Asahi 
Broadcasting Corporation. In contrast, ABC TV had negative earnings; it is a huge gap.  

Reasons for the negative earnings, as the President has mentioned, spot revenue of television is really 
depressing, and ABC TV  had revenue decrease of 1 billion yen compared to the last fiscal year. And also due 
to the effect of newly consolidated companies and Sky-A that had heavy expenses in the first half and they’re 
usually in the red. But thanks to the efforts of broadcasting revenue, deficit was significantly decreased. Also, 



 
 

Frontier Holdings has good performance with animation. Factor of significant increase in profits was 
contribution from subsidiary companies.  

Yamamoto: As for spot in November and December, we were expecting to recover from November, but it’s 
still below 100 in November. Kansai spot sales market is of course below 100.  

A strange thing is happening in December. Especially bad in the Kansai area. Tokyo has not reached to 100, 
but significantly bad in Kansai, which is a rare case. Nagoya is better than Kansai. We do not know why Tokyo 
and Nagoya are good but not Osaka. I’ve been hearing from the field that some client is doing test marketing, 
but I don’t think there are so many test marketing in Nagoya and Kyushu. December is really bad.  

In addition, it happens a lot, but a rumor that Nippon Television gets into close investigation to stop the selling, 
then spot tends to be stopped. I’ve been hearing this happens in November and December.   

Also, I assume it’s related to costs in the Kansai area, but share competition in Kansai is severe among four 
stations. Therefore, if cost decreases slightly, then spot sales in the local market tends to decrease. However, 
we haven’t had clear analysis. Anyhow, current sport market is truly severe for sure.   

Going back to the benchmark of viewer rating, stations in Tokyo started first and clients are becoming familiar 
with results. So, we’re making adjustment to introduce probably in the autumn next year. However, it’s not 
finalized yet, but we’re in the middle of discussion.  

As far as we heard from a key station TV Asahi in the same network, we haven’t heard any big drawbacks with 
P+C7, so we do not expect big changes basically, but we should be careful with the introduction. 

Moderator: Does anyone have any other questions? 

Questioner: Broadcasting business and housing business had increase in revenues and profits in the first half, 
but in the full-year, broadcasting and housing are expected to decrease in earnings. Can you tell us the reason 
behind this? 

Okinaka: Broadcasting business is expected to post decrease in earnings as in the mainstay television, spot is 
not likely to recover and uncertain. Housing business is expected to post slight decrease in earnings at this 
moment.  

We sold condominiums in the first half in the housing business. This was not within our budget but posted 
one-time profit. If the same thing happens in the second half, it’ll post a profit again, but I do not expect that 
at the moment. Therefore, as for the second half, due to uncertainty of television business, although we had 
increase in revenues and profits in the first half, our forecast revenue of 2.7 billion yen and ordinary income  
of 3 billion yen, as the minimum level we are aiming to achieve. Thank you very much.   

Moderator: Please raise your hand if you have any other question. 

Questioner: I have two questions.  

First is, can you tell us the number of clients for spot and attributes of clients, please? Looking at the trend of 
television spot, it seems to be significantly related to the movement of advertisement costs of sponsors 
previously. However, the recent movement of television spot and the overall movement are not related. 
Ultimately sponsors buying the spot is limited or I was wondering if you’re in a situation that the clients of 
spot are increasing or not. Can you tell us if the number of client and attribute is increasing in the current 
situation? 



 
 

Second question is how we look at the next fiscal year. Do you have an idea that broadcasting revenue as a 
total, the basic idea is it’s going to recover? If you think it’s difficult to recover, can you tell us how you manage 
costs such as production cost and other fixed costs? This concludes my question.   

Yamamoto: I do not remember the number of clients correctly, but I don’t think the number of clients is 
significantly decreasing. It’s rather that clients are doing cross marketing between digital and terrestrial wave 
advertisement as you know, therefore, certain percentage of television advertisement is shifting to digital, 
this is the part of the decline mostly. On the flip side, based on the calculation of addition of Internet 
advertisement, 3% to 4% is shifting to digital, this is only my assumption. Based on the assumption of this 
calculation, Kansai spot sales market in the first half was 94, dropped 6%. Out of 6%, 4% might have shifted 
to the Internet.   

As we showed on the handout, by the industry, the industry that declined the most in the first half is 
telecommunications. Four telecom carriers had big drop as smartphone is already penetrated, and that was 
the big factor of the decline.  

In local terms, the competition of liberalization between gas and electricity has slowed down, and there had 
been quite a few advertisements so far is a factor for local and Osaka clients. 

In addition, outlook for the next fiscal year is not certain, but as I have mentioned, we are no longer in a 
situation that TV spot is related to economic sentiment anymore. I believe we are in the new stage. 

In that sense, first half of the current fiscal year was 94.3 and first half of the last fiscal year was 98 compared 
to the FY2016, that 100 becomes 94. It’s been below 100 since the 2Q of FY2017. We’re in the declining trend 
from around then. So, have we bottomed out in the first half? We’re going to have a tax hike. Therefore, we 
can’t be optimistic. If it’s flat, then I think it’s an optimistic scenario.  

We have to work on cost control as you have mentioned as we have to work on the budget of the next fiscal 
year at the year-end. Of course, we’re working on generating profits from many measures as ABC TV not 
relying on spot while we’re working on cost control. We have to work on cost control excluding production 
cost of the programs. Regarding program cost, this is the last one to work regarding cost control.  

As I have mentioned earlier, I have set up IP Development Office on November 1 under my supervision, 
directly under the President not just to secure production cost on a monetary basis.  

The objective is to penetrate the idea of producing in different way to the field. For example, existing program 
creates IP with some modification, or changes to a different program within the same genre. Current model 
of trying to get good viewer rating combined with advertisement revenue is becoming outdated. It’s not just 
getting good viewer rating, so we would like to control production cost as we change production.  

We lowered production costs to improve profits in the severe environment for the slot of Sunday 8 p.m. Do 
we get lower viewer rating from lowering the production cost? No. We created soft content such as “Potsun 
to ikkenya (A house in the middle of nowhere)”. High production cost does not lead to quality program. 
Therefore, we changed the way we create the program while working on cost control and try not just 
advertisement revenue.   

We’re still working on cost control in the second half, but we intend to increase cost for drama slots that will 
be necessary going forward for video distribution and development of new variety shows. How are we going 
to control costs in other areas and improve profits?  

As I have explained, ABC TV itself is difficult to generate earnings these days. We have to come up with a 
different way of thinking.  



 
 

In any case, we have to work hard on cost control, not just production cost, but including labor cost. We will 
be in a difficult position if we won’t be able to generate profit, so we’ve started early for cost control for the 
next fiscal year.  

Moderator: Does anyone have any question? 

Questioner: Thank you for your explanation. I have three questions.  

On page 21 of the handout, you disclosed sales of ABC Frontier Holdings. Can you tell us operating income of 
ABC Frontier Holdings in the first half in comparison with the last fiscal year, please? This is the first question.  

Second question is viewer rating of TV Asahi is getting better recently mainly in all-day time. You mentioned 
you’re struggling in September. Can you tell us your situation since October? If you’re different from TV Asahi, 
what about your situation for your local time?  

Third question is about page 25 of the handout. You have a target of investment of 20 billion yen. In the 
current year ending in March 2019, how much out of 20 billion yen did you use?  

Kadota: ABC Frontier Holding’s consolidated basis, operating income in 2Q FY2017 was 122 million yen, 
operating income in 2Q of the current year was 224 million yen.  

Yamamoto: Regarding viewer rating of all-day time, all-day time includes local zone, so we are quite different 
from TV Asahi. TV Asahi is about to capture top ranking stopping Nippon Television’s top ranking, but we were 
struggling in the first half. It’s getting better in October. So how different are we from TV Asahi? In the morning 
time, we have local programs such as “Ohayo call ABC (Good morning Call)” and “Ohayo Asahi Desu (Good 
morning Asahi)” where we get top rating. Then until “Shinichi Hatori’s Morning Show”, our rating is good. And 
after that the TV shopping program of our Group Company AMC is where we drop viewer rating and the drop 
does not come back up till “Wide scramble”. This is a serious problem. In that time, TV Asahi broadcasts “Jun 
Sanpo (Jun’s walk)” where they do not drop viewer rating. The biggest reason is once the viewer rating drops, 
it’s difficult to come back up.  

I don’t know why, but after “Kaminuma Emiko no oshaberi cooking (Emiko’s cooking)”, we broadcast repeat 
programs and so does TV Asahi. We have a big drop in viewer rating in repeat programs, but not TV Asahi. 
Once viewer rating drops in repeat program, it does not go back up till evening time.  

We’re struggling badly in the evening time, that’s our weak point. So, all-day time is a tough competition. 
Therefore, it’s hard to tell what we do with the evening time now, but we have to review repeat time and do 
something to raise all-day time.  

Okinaka: Lastly about the investment funds, we come up with this 20 billion yen as investment funds in the 
medium-term business plan. We set up Business Development Division in April in Tokyo. There are 11 staff of 
which 3 are from ABC and the rest 8 are mid-hires including finance professionals.  

The team started its activity from June or July and had discussions with Management Strategy Division in July 
and August. We finally decided on the policy and decision made by the company was in October. We haven’t 
spent anything yet.  

As an alternative, we had an approval of how we spend the investment funds, I mean the rule of spending the 
investment funds. We decided to spend the funds with mobility, so we’ll accelerate the speed from now. We 
secured 1 billion yen for investment overseas, mainly in content. I’ve already given discretion to my staff, so 
that they can act.   



 
 

1 billion yen is the added amount of the projects we’re currently working. Therefore, some of them will be 
gone and there may be a case that money will be out in the next fiscal year. I have a feeling that around 100 
million yen should be out, there might be investments made within the current fiscal year.  

Also, regarding number two venture capital fund, we have been rapidly moving forward with number one 
venture capital fund since this early summer and we are about to finish the use of it soon.   

We’re working on the number two fund at the moment, the launch will be early next year. The size of the 
fund is about 150% of the number one fund and it will not be out in total, but it’s a capital call method, so I 
assume the size is lower than 1 billion yen. 

Things did not go smoothly in the first year, but we don’t have much time left. So, there are quite a few small 
size investments, but we’ll accelerate our investment considering scaling and speed. Thank you.  

Moderator: Are you OK with the answers? Thank you very much. Does anyone have any more question? 

This concludes our results briefing today. Thank you very much for attending our meeting during busy 
schedule.  

Okinaka, Yamamoto, Kadota: Thank you very much. 

[END] 

 


